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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
Category: Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement
Series Title: Informed Sources
Length: 00:28:30
Airdate: 10/07/2016 19:00:00 CST
Service: WYES
Format: Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length: 00:04:00

Mike Perlstein is on the show to discuss a recent triple murder that is 
causing worry about the increase in gang activity in the New Orleans area. 
Shootings are up. There was a two month lull in the murder rate in the city, 
but now it has again risen back up and may even surpass last year’s murder 
rate. This is bad news for the City Administration which has put a lot of 
effort, resources, and public focus on driving down the murder rate and 
shootings such as NOLA for Life and Midnight Basketball and gang enforcement 
task forces. Unfortunately, the problem stems from the drug trade which is so 
lucrative that drug gangs form and battle over turf at gunpoint. 
Unfortunately it seems that even when gangs are taken off the street, they 
are usually reformed and members of the gang are replaced by others willing 
to step in.

Category:            Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement
Series Title:        Informed Sources
Length:              00:28:30
Airdate:       12/02/2016 19:00:00 CST 
Service:              WYES
Format:               Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length:       00:05:00

Mike Perlstein is on the show to discuss the recent French Quarter shootings. 
One shooting happened on Bourbon Street where an innocent bystander was 
killed in what now appears to be an argument between two armed people firing 
at one another. One of the two suspects has recently been arrested. And the 
police appear to be close to a second arrest. This type of situation has bene 
seen one too many times. Bourbon Street is jam packed and full of people who 
have been drinking, and it seems that people are very quick to take an 
argument and escalate to violence. Some people have suggested putting metal 
detectors on the street. 

Category:                 Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement
Series Title:              Informed Sources
Length:                     00:28:30
Airdate:            2/09/2016 19:00:00 CST 
Service:                   WYES
Format:                    Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length:         00:04:00

Curt Sprang appears on the show to talk about the recent shooting of former 
NFL player Joe McKnight. It started as road rage incident and it left one man 
dead in Terry Town. Ronald Gasser was the shooter and waited at the scene for 



police to arrive, but Deputies did not arrest him. It outraged a lot of 
people that Gasser was not arrested on the scene and that he was later 
released. Then a few days later he was arrested and booked with manslaughter. 
Jefferson Parish Sheriff Newell Normand had a few news conferences as this 
situation was occurring, and he explained his actions stating he did not want 
to have a rush to judgement. He did not want to put an official story of what 
happened until they were able to speak to all the possible witnesses. They 
tracked down over 200 witnesses using license plate pictures. They were also 
able to interview him for 10 hours without a lawyer and able to search his 
house, whereas if he had been arrested he would have had a lawyer 
immediately. The whole case continues to be surrounded by controversy 
including Sheriff Normand reading explicit-laced letters written to public 
officials over outrage of the perceived preferential treatment of Gasser.

Category:        Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement
NOLA:            CRSU  000423
Series Title:    Charlie Rose - The Week
Length:          30 minutes
Airdate:         12/16/2016 8:30:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length:  00:26:22

John Dickerson, political director for CBS News, on the president's last 
press conference of 2016, including his comments about Russian involvement in 
the presidential election; former CIA acting and deputy director Mike Morell 
on the Russian hacking scandal; Ta-Nahisi Coates on "My President Was Black," 
his latest cover story for The Atlantic Magazine; first-time novelist Viet 
Thanh Nguyen on his Pulitzer Prize-winning work, The Sympathizer, which 
examines the Vietnam War through the eyes of its narrator, a spy for the Viet 
Cong embedded in the South Vietnamese government; Peter Berg, Mark Wahlberg, 
and Ed Davis on their film Patriot's Day, which depicts the 2013 Boston 
Marathon bombing and its aftermath; curator Ileen Gallagher, Mick Jagger, 
Keith Richards, Ron Wood, and Charlie Watts on The Rolling Stones 
Exhibitionism at New York's Industria Studios.

Category:        Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement
NOLA:            WWIR  005616
Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill
Length:          30 minutes
O.B. Date:       10/14/2016 8:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length:  00:23:28

Trump denies allegations of sexual assault and Wikileaks releases hacked 
Clinton campaign emails: With just three weeks before the election, this has 
been a week of controversy on the campaign trail. Several women have accused 
Republican nominee Donald Trump of unwanted sexual contact, a charge the 
former reality TV star has denied forcefully.  Trump is lashing out at his 
accusers, Hillary Clinton, the media and his own party.  Speaker Paul Ryan 
was one of several high-profile Congressional Republicans to back away from 
the nominee this week.  Meanwhile, Wikileaks released thousands of hacked 
Clinton campaign emails that reinforce voters' concerns about her secrecy. 
The campaign accused Russia of being behind the attacks.



Community Politics, Government
Category:        Community Politics, Government
NOLA:            WWIR  005619
Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill
Length:          30 minutes
Airdate:         11/4/2016 8:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length:  00:24:30

The Final Days of Election 2016: With less than a week until Election Day, 
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump are making their final pitch to voters in 
battleground states, trying to increase voter turnout and reach 270 electoral 
votes. But in the week since the FBI announced its review of new Clinton 
State Department emails, polls are tightening. More than 30 million voters 
have already cast ballots and many voters just want it all to be over.

Category: Community Government/Politics
Series Title: Informed Sources
Length: 00:28:30
Airdate: 10/14/2016 19:00:00 CST
Service: WYES
Format: Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length: 00:06:00

Errol Laborde appears on Informed Sources to discuss the controversy 
surrounding the Jefferson Parish President Mike Yenni. More officials have 
called for him to step down and resign and poll results are not in his favor, 
but Yenni says he isn’t going anywhere. Putting people out of office is 
difficult. In Louisiana you need at least one third of registered voters to 
sign a petition which is a large number to get. In Jefferson Parish, they 
would need at least 90,000 signatures on a recall petition. In Louisiana, 
there has only been one example of a successful referendum. Its an incredibly 
difficult process.  

Category: Community Government/Politics
Series Title: Informed Sources
Length: 00:28:30
Airdate: 11/04/2016 19:00:00 CST
Service: WYES
Format: Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length: 00:04:00

Stephanie Grace and Jeremy Alford are on Informed Sources to discuss the 
profiles of the major Senate candidates according to the latest polls. They 
discuss Republican candidates Charles Boustany, Jr., David Duke, John 
Fleming, Jr., and John Neely Kennedy. They also discuss Democratic candidates 
Foster Campbell and Caroline Fayard. 

Category: Community Government/Politics
Series Title: Informed Sources



Length: 00:28:30
Airdate: 11/11/2016 19:00:00 CST
Service: WYES
Format: Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length: 00:04:00

Stephanie Graces appears on Informed Sources to talk about the Presidential 
election and the possible impact it will have on the state of Louisiana. 
Louisiana Congressman Steve Scalise may be well positioned to be a point 
person for President Elect Trump. Scalise is a power player, and he also has 
a relationship with the Vice President Elect. Another person to watch is 
Bobby Jindal who may be looked at as a possible Cabinet or sub Cabinet post. 
Another thing to watch is what will happen with the affordable care act. 

Category: Community Government/Politics
Series Title: Informed Sources
Length: 00:28:30
Airdate: 12/30/16 19:00:00 CST
Service: WYES
Format: Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length: 00:06:00

Stephanie Graces appears on Informed Sources to talk about the top five 
political stories of 2016. The top five stories in politics includes: Two 
longtime suburban DA’s, Walter Reed and Harry Morel, convicted of crimes; 
political fallout from the Mike Yenni texting scandal; Partisan maneuvering 
comes to state government; John Kennedy being elected to the U.S. Senate, and 
the state budget crisis. 

Category:        Community Politics, Government
NOLA:            MLNH  011671
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         10/7/2016 6:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          News (live news only)
Segment Length:  00:07:13

After devastating Haiti, Hurricane Matthew threatens Florida: Three days 
after Hurricane Matthew struck Haiti, the death toll is above 800 and 
expected to rise sharply as rescue teams reach the hard-hit southwestern 
peninsula. So far, the eye of the storm has skirted Florida’s coast, but Gov. 
Rick Scott warned the state is not yet in the clear. Meanwhile, President 
Obama met with the head of FEMA and also urged caution. Hari Sreenivasan 
reports from Florida.

Economy
Category: Economy 
Series Title: Informed Sources
Length: 00:28:30
Airdate: 10/14/2016 19:00:00 CST
Service: WYES



Format: Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length: 00:04:00

Dawn Ostrom is a guest on Informed Sources to discuss the continuing Charity 
Hospital redevelopment. Soon, officials will announce the winning bidder of a 
large bid to clean out Charity Hospital. Desks, chairs, portable equipment 
will be moved out. That will give officials a better sense of what the 
condition of the building really is. This job was expected to cost 10 million 
dollars for the state. The bids have come in between 6.3 million dollars and 
9.5 million dollars. FEMA is going to pay for it all. This money came in late 
from FEMA. This cleanout is expected to take 180 days.

Category:        Economy
NOLA:            WWIR  005626
Series Title:    Washington Week
Length:          30 minutes
Airdate:         12/23/2016 8:00:00 PM
O.B. Date:       12/23/2016 8:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length:  00:24:30

The Obama Legacy: From hope and change to achievements and setbacks: 
President Barack Obama was elected by promising hope and change, but during 
his eight years in the White House he learned that governing isn’t always 
easy. His domestic agenda focused on a weak economy and expanding access to 
health care. His foreign policy doctrine was about negotiation over conflict. 
Despite successes, Obama's critics can point to setbacks like the rise of 
ISIS and Russia's growing influence. As the nation's first black president 
enters his final month in office, we explore his legacy, what he accomplished 
and what remains undone.

Category: Economy 
Series Title: Informed Sources
Length: 00:28:30
Airdate: 10/28/2016 19:00:00 CST
Service: WYES
Format: Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length: 00:04:00

Dawn Ostrom is on the show to discuss changes in the cruise franchise. In the 
New Orleans area is on track to top 2015’s record setting year for cruise 
ship passengers. 2015 saw 1,023,700 passengers come through the city of New 
Orleans. 2016 is expected to finish stronger this year because of newer and 
larger home ported ships. There are three ships that call New Orleans their 
home port, which means they start and finish their seven, four, or five day 
itinerary in the city. 

Category: Economy
Series Title: Informed Sources
Length: 00:28:30
Airdate: 12/16/2016 19:00:00 CST
Service: WYES
Format: Interview/Discussion/Review



Segment Length: 00:04:00

Dawn Ostrom is on the show to discuss changes in the status of the movie 
industry in Louisiana. The movie industry seems to be coming back bigger than 
it has been in some time because of the tax cap that occurred a few years 
ago. Three feature films are coming as well as three television shows as 
well. Television shows that come to town create a lot of work for local 
people and contribute a lot of money to the economy when they are here. There 
will be more announcements coming in the first quarter as well. 

Category:        Economy
NOLA:            MLNH  011685
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         10/27/2016 6:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          News (live news only)
Segment Length:  00:08:16

Why rich nations may be their own worst enemy: Economist Todd Buchholz rails 
against what America has become: a people who want everything but aren’t 
willing to pay for it. In “The Price of Prosperity,” he suggests that wealthy 
nations such as the U.S. inflict harm on themselves, even cause their own 
demise, by racking up debt, having fewer children and increasing governmental 
regulations. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports.

Science/Technology

Category:        Science/Technology
NOLA:            NOVA  004317
Series Title:    NOVA
Episode Title:   Super Tunnel
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         10/12/2016 9:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          Documentary
Segment Length:  01:00:00

Category:        Science/Technology
NOLA:            FONA  000104
Series Title:    Forces of Nature
Episode Title:   Motion
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         10/5/2016 8:00:00 PM

Service:         PBS
Format:          Other
Segment Length:  01:00:00

The forces of nature have kept Earth on the move since it was 
formed billions of years ago. Though we can’t feel the motion, 
we experience the consequences – from tidal bores surging 



through the Amazon rainforest to the ruinous power of 
hurricanes

Follow an army of engineers and designers as they tackle 
the complex challenge of building Crossrail, a massive new 
subterranean railway deep beneath the streets of London.

Category:        Science/Technology
NOLA:            MILM  000000
Series Title:    Military Medicine: Beyond the Battlefield
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         11/9/2016 9:00:00 PM
 Service:         PBS
Format:          Documentary
Segment Length:  00:00:00

Learn about military medical advances and technology, from the battlefield to 
the return home. Hear the personal stories of physicians, scientists, active 
duty military personnel, wounded warriors and their families. Bob Woodruff 
reports.

Category:        Science/Technology
NOLA:            COSE  022235
Series Title:    Charlie Rose
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         11/12/2016 12:00:00 AM
Service:         PBS-PLUS
Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length:  00:53:54

A rebroadcast of a Veteran's Day conversation with Paul Rieckhoff, Danial 
Anfang, and David Myers, who offered a new perspective on the war on terror 
being waged in the Middle East. We remember Leonard Cohen with a look back at 
his 1998 conversation on "Nightwatch." Neuroscientist Eric Kandel.

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters

Category:        Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters
NOLA:            NAAT  003102
Series Title:    Nature
Episode Title:   Love in the Animal Kingdom
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         12/7/2016 7:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          Documentary
Segment Length:  00:00:00

Animals dance, sing, flirt and compete with everything they’ve got to find 
and secure a mate. For many, the all-important bonds they share as a couple 
are what enable the next generation to survive. Can we call these bonds love? 
In this delightful, provocative look at the love life of animals, watch the 



feminine wiles of a young gorilla, the search for Mr. Right among a thousand 
flamingos, the open “marriages” of blue-footed boobies, the soap opera. 

Category:        Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters
NOLA:            MLNH  011699
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         11/16/2016 6:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          News (live news only)
Segment Length:  00:08:40

CEO behind Dakota Access to protesters: ‘We’re building the pipeline’: The 
struggle over the Dakota Access Pipeline has intensified, as more protesters 
have joined the standoff and the company building the pipeline filed suit to 
get its last permit issued. Kelcy Warren, CEO of Energy Transfer Partners, 
joins William Brangham to defend the project and insist it’s going forward.

Category:        Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters
NOLA:            NOVA  004203
Series Title:    NOVA
Episode Title:   Sinkholes - Buried Alive
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         10/26/2016 8:00:00 PM
Service:         PBS
Format:          Documentary
Segment Length:  01:00:00

In Tampa, Florida, in February 2013, a giant hole opened up under the bedroom 
floor of Jeffrey Bush, swallowing the 36-year-old as he slept. His body was 
never found. Bush was a victim of a sinkhole — a growing worldwide hazard 
that lurks wherever limestone and other water-soluble rocks underpin the 
soil. When carbon dioxide in the air dissolves in rainwater, it forms a weak 
acid that attacks the soft rocks, riddling them with holes like Swiss cheese.  
Sinkholes can occur gradually when the surface subsides into bowl-shaped 
depressions or suddenly, when the ground gives way — often catastrophically. 
Sinkholes have swallowed highways, apartment buildings, horses, camels, even 
golfers, with monster-size holes cracking the earth from Siberia to 
Louisiana. With compelling eyewitness video of dramatic collapses, and 
following scientists as they explore the underlying forces behind these 
natural disasters, NOVA travels the globe to investigate what it’s like to 
have your world vanish beneath your feet.

Category:        Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters
NOLA:            COSE  022244
Series Title:    Charlie Rose
Length:          60 minutes
Airdate:         11/25/2016 00:00:00 am
Service:         PBS-PLUS
Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review
Segment Length:  00:54:49

Bill Gates, co-chair of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, discusses his 
work to fight climate change.


